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But now, as an older brother, he is dazzled by his younger sister.

It’s the first time in so many years.

After all, from childhood to adulthood, for some reasons, An Qi was carefully guarded
and taken care of by him and her father.

It can be said that for so many years, An Qi is a flower that grows in a greenhouse and
has been taken care of by her father and brother in every possible way.

When learning that An Qi went privately to the Americas to fight for the Primordial Spirit
Fruit, Mike Jones and his father were almost desperate, thinking that An Qi might be
more fortunate.

Think about it, too, a flower planted in a greenhouse is suddenly put in a violent storm. It
is estimated that the only end is to be shattered.

However, Mike Jones never imagined that not only did her own sister really walk into the
depths of the rainforest alone, she actually got to know such a strong man?

“Perhaps, I and my father really underestimated this stupid girl, right?”

Seeing An Qi’s arrogant look in front of him, Mike Jones felt relieved and disappointed.

Fortunately, An Qi has finally grown up.

What was lost was that the little girl who was often bullied and cried behind her,
inadvertently, has grown up.

“Look at it~”

“what is that?”

However, just as the two were talking, there was a shock from the crowd.



After hearing the reputation, everyone saw that behind the waterfall, there was a faint
gleam of blue light, and the rich aura of heaven and earth came oncoming along with the
water vapor.

“Could it be the Dollar Ling Tree?”

“Oh my God!”

“The Dollar Ling Tree appeared~”

Just like a boulder falling into the sea, in an instant, the sky and the earth will set off a
huge wave here.

After searching for so long, they finally found this Yuanling Fruit Tree.

Before this, no one had thought that this fruit tree would grow behind the waterfall.

The aftermath of the battle between Mark and the Seventh Elders just now spread to
this mountain forest.

The broken rocks changed the previous watercourse.

As a result, there was a slight offset in the place where the waterfall originally flowed.

It was this slight deviation that made the Yuanling fruit tree lurking behind the waterfall
reveal the true face of Mount Lu.

“go!”

“Go grab it~”

“Dollar Lingguo is right in front of you, and the good fortune of becoming a master is just
around the corner.”

“Never let people from other countries get on the ground first~”

The moment I saw the Yuanling Fruit Tree, the anger here suddenly became crazy.

Many people’s brows and eyes are red, and there is a greedy light in their old eyes.

“Old Kong, let’s go too.”

“If you can win a few fruits of the soul, ten years later, you and I might step into the realm
of the master~”

Lu Hua, who had been hiding in the distance, was not calm, and quickly urged Kong
Ming to also participate in this Dollar Ling Guo fight.



Kong Ming hesitated for a moment, and finally gritted his teeth: “Okay, let’s go!”

Whoosh whoosh~

As the so-called treasures move people’s hearts, with the birth of the Yuanling fruit tree,
the powerhouses of the various countries are like crazy, all rushing to the place where
the Yuanling fruit tree is.

Furious!

“Master, the fruit tree has already appeared, and we should do it too.”

Seeing that the powerhouses of various countries have rushed over, the people of Truth
here also looked at Mike Jones and reminded Mike Jones not to patronize the gathering
of brothers and sisters, and the task of the sect cannot be left.

“Great!”

“Everyone, follow me.”

“Do your best to snatch the Dollar Ling Guo.”

“Never let even one fall into the hands of someone from another country.”
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Without the slightest hesitation, Mike Jones immediately gave an order, and the number
of Truman powerhouses behind him all followed Mike Jones.

Of course, because of the fall of the Seven Elders, they no longer have the power of the
Grandmaster level.

However, the remaining Tru Sect powerhouses were enough to crush most of the
people present.

However, just when all the strong from the four directions rushed towards the place
where the Yuanling fruit tree was.

Boom~

Suddenly, the earth trembled and the wind swept across.

I don’t know when, Mark’s figure has already been under the waterfall.

He was majestic, turned his back to sentient beings, and his power was released
suddenly.



Afterwards, everyone saw that the young man in front of him raised his arm, used his
finger as a sword, and struck the ground.

Stabbed~

The rocks fell to pieces, and the chaotic leaves were flying.

Above the earth, a straight line formed by a deep gully appeared immediately.

Immediately afterwards, the sound of Mark’s majestic trees resounded throughout the
world.

“Those who cross this line, die!”

Huh~

The sound exploded, like a thunder rolling by.

Suddenly, the forward crowd shivered, and the powerhouses of all countries stopped
before the long line.

Under Mark’s power, these people looked at each other, and no one really dared to
cross this line.

After all, everyone saw Mark’s power just now.

Under this circumstance, even though everyone coveted the Dollar Lingguo in their
hearts, no one dared to challenge Mark’s majesty.

Even the people of Chumen, who had high self-esteem, did not dare to take a step
beyond the thunder pond.

Isn’t this nonsense?

Even the elders were shot to death by him.

Mike Jones is now arrogant no matter how proud he is, and when he has no strength to
rely on, he naturally doesn’t dare to provoke Mark anymore.

However, even if everyone did not dare to step on the knife line, some people among
the crowd complained dissatisfied: “Your Excellency, are you too domineering?”

“The martial arts of all nations have waited for this Dollar Lingguo for thirty years, but
with a word of yours, you want to monopolize it and claim it for yourself.”

“Do you think it is appropriate?”

“At least, there are some common fruits left, right?”



….

“That’s right, this is too domineering.”

“It’s not very friendly~”

….

“Even if you are a master, you can’t monopolize it.”

“There is always half of it for us~”

With someone taking the lead, all the strong people present all complained, and they all
became dissatisfied with Mark.

But how could Mark care about them.

The martial arts world has always spoken by strength.

Treasures were never let out, but were seized by one’s own ability.

These people are now in a disadvantaged position, and they just kidnapped Mark
morally and asked Mark to let him go.

But in fact, if they were in Mark’s position, they would be even better than what Mark did!

History has proven countless times that people who are tolerant and benevolent are
always dead.

Thirty years ago, the strong person in the summer who took the order to seize the Dollar
Lingguo, because of the friendship of neighboring countries, temporarily softened his
heart. In the first battle, he let go of the strong person in India. In the end, the other side
will avenge revenge, fight back and seize the treasure, causing a huge tragedy.

How could Mark make this kind of mistake a second time?

Therefore, Mark turned a deaf ear to everyone’s complaints.

Instead, he lifted his foot and prepared to walk in the direction of the waterfall.

“Haha~”

“Mr. Lu is really powerful and domineering.”

“It seems that forming an alliance with Mr. Lu is an extremely correct choice.”

“I Renault didn’t see the wrong person.”



“India belongs to the country, please come with me, let’s go with Mr. Lu to pick the fruit
together.”

However, there was laughter from the crowd at this time.

Immediately afterwards, Renault, who had previously reached an intent to cooperate
with Mark, led the powerhouse of India and stepped directly across the line drawn by
Mark without fear!
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